WASCOFFEE® comes to Puro Gusto at Milano Linate
The innovative material made with coffee grounds and patented by Autogrill Group
soon to reach the United States too
Milan, 6 March 2019 – For Autogrill, the world’s leading provider of foodservice for travellers,
innovation and sustainability are key to its growth strategy. A tangible demonstration of this is
WASCOFFEE®, a new material made with coffee grounds, an open innovation project launched
by the Group to recycle one of the raw materials most symbolic of its business: Autogrill serves
over 100 million coffees a year in Italy alone in fact. Thanks to collaboration with CMF Greentech,
an innovative Italian enterprise specializing in eco-sustainable products, it was possible to develop
and patent WASCOFFEE®, a 100% natural and recyclable material used to make eco-design
furnishings.
WASCOFFEE®, which is part of the Group’s wider sustainability programme “A-Future”, made
its debut in the City Life Bistrot in Milan at the end of 2017 and has since become a defining
element in the Puro Gusto and Bistrot formats recently opened in Italy and elsewhere in
Europe. Of these, the Puro Gusto at Milano Linate Airport has tables, counter and wall panels
(showing the life cycle of the coffee bean and a map of Milan) made entirely of WASCOFFEE®.
The material has recently been used in Puro Gusto and Bistrot locations in France and Turkey and
will also be migrating to San Francisco Airport in 2020.
“We decided to present the state of progress on the WASCOFFEE® project at Linate Airport,”
explained Silvio de Girolamo, Autogrill Chief Risk Management & Sustainability Executive,
“to give concrete proof of our commitment to sustainability in view of plans for a major upgrading of
services there. We’re convinced about our choice of this location, a strategic airport serving a city
that symbolizes Italian excellence worldwide, to launch Autogrill’s message supporting the
promotion of a culture of sustainability and circular economy”.
Puro Gusto is a contemporary café concept that grew out of the model of the typical bar
all’italiana. Alongside its offering of premium coffee-based products is a range of gastronomic
specialities – many selected through collaboration with Gambero Rosso – to enjoy in an elegant
and stimulating ambience. Puro Gusto’s design was inspired by the old tradition of small coffee
shops, and has the plus of in-store roasting.
“WASCOFFEE® represents the Group’s concrete commitment to research and development,” said
Ezio Balarini, Autogrill Chief Marketing Officer, “which has led to the creation of a sustainable
and innovative solution ideal for all the main furnishing elements initially planned for the Bistrot and
Puro Gusto formats. Our aim is to help minimize Autogrill Group’s impact on the environment and
promote a culture of reuse. Thanks to the virtuous experience of WASCOFFEE®, we’re already
working with our partners to identify ways to adapt the project to other materials deriving from the

waste our business produces and use them in our processes. We’re also looking at introducing
WASCOFFE® in other concepts”.
The WASCOFFEE® project had Costagroup as its creative partner for the furnishings and the
Engineering Management Department of Politecnico di Milano as its organizational partner for
implementing, with Autogrill, plans to use the new material on a national and international scale.
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